There is no doubt about risky nature of international trade. Such risk can be conceptualized as country risk, transportation risk, customer risk and etc. Documentary Letters of Credit (LC) are used as a method of payment in international business for many centuries in order to reduce risk of trade specially when parties are located in different countries and do not have precise information from financial standing of each other. In such occasion LC will reduce the risk of trade by shifting payment obligation from buyer as an individual to a payment guarantee of a bank as a legal entity in return for presentation of complying documents with terms of credit by seller. Familiarity with legal nature and different legal frameworks which govern the international operation of documentary letters of credit can facilitate the process of international trade for businessmen and boost national economies. However, lack of knowledge about them can impose huge losses on international traders. Situation will be more complicated when we understand that there are many internationally recognized legal frameworks which can affect the operation of LC and they get frequently updated in order to address technological and economic developments in global market. In this paper, author tries to answer questions regarding (i) what are international legal frameworks governing operation of documentary letters of credit? (ii) which areas of LC operation has been covered by them and (iii) how do they address the legal questions regarding international operation of documentary letters of credit?
Introduction Documentary Credits, Documentary Letters of Credit or Banker's Documentary
Letters of Credits are one of the old and well appreciated existing instruments for financing the international trade. Such long history of Documentary Letters of Credits has resulted in letting them to be considered as "Life Blood of Commerce" [1] . In terminology, Letter of Credits has roots in the French word "Accredetif" with the meaning of power for doing something. However, Accredetif itself comes from "Accreditiwus" in Latin which conveys the meaning of "Trust" [2] . There is no doubt about historical uses of Letters of Credit in International Trade. Their usage in practice of international trade has been traced to banking systems of old Egypt and Babylon. Some excavations in Babylon provide evidences of promissory notes from 3000 B.C that show the promise for payment of exact
Functions and process of the operation in Documentary Credits
Article 2 of UCP (600) defines parties to the Letter of Credit as following: "Applicant: the party to whose request the credit is issued. Beneficiary: The party in whose favour the credit is issued. Issuing Bank: Means the bank that issues a credit at the request of an applicant or on its own behalf" [14] . Basically, the process of issuing a Letter of Credit starts with request of Buyer (applicant or Account Party) to his bank (issuing bank) in order to issue a credit in favour of the seller (Beneficiary) based on the underlying contract of sales between parties. As a result, issuing bank will contact beneficiary in his country in order to inform him about opening the credit in his favour. Due to a geographical distance between issuing bank and beneficiary, advice of the credit to beneficiary will generally take place via a correspondent of issuing bank in beneficiaries country (advising bank). The responsibility of advising bank is only informing beneficiary about issuing credit in his favour and it does not have any obligation of payment towards beneficiary [15] . As a result, the legal nature of relationship between issuing bank and advising bank is considered as relationship between agent and principle [16] . Beneficiary seller at this stage must compare terms and conditions of the credit with terms of underlying contract. In case of any existing discrepancy at this stage, beneficiary is entitled either to reject the credit or require amendments. After approval of the credit by beneficiary, issuing bank will enter into a contract with Beneficiary to provide him with price of merchandise in return of complying documents required by the credit. As a result, any given credit will have at least three parties. Namely, Issuing bank, Beneficiary and Applicant. However, in practice number of parties might be more than three. It might happen that issuing bank asks advising or any other bank in the country of seller to provide credit on her counter which is a very appreciated option for beneficiary who will be paid in his own country rather than the country of the buyer. In this case, the bank which provides credit on her counter is considered as Nominated Bank [17] . In some occasions, seller might ask for higher guarantee for payment which is already provided by issuing bank. In this case a confirming bank will add her irrevocable commitment for payment of the credit to beneficiary in addition to issuing bank. As a result , any given Documentary Letter of Credit will consist of at least three independent contracts between Beneficiary and Applicant (Underlying Contract of Sales), Account Party and Issuing Bank, Issuing Bank and Beneficiary. However, in majority of cases number of contracts will increase relatively with the increasing number of involved parties in the credit after joining confirming bank and Nominated Bank to original parties to the Documentary Credits. Enonchong [18] introduces four generic functions for the Letter for Credits. First, Letter of credit reduces commercial risk both for importer and exporter by providing security of payment for exporter and security against the non-delivery of goods for importer. Second function is providing finance for importer and helping him with cash flow while at the same time providing exporter with the chance to raise money before being paid by issuing bank. Third, Documentary Credits can be used as security for other obligations like case of Back-to-Back letter of credits. Fourth, is the function of documentary credits as conditional payment method and providing the possibility for seller to receive payment from importer in case the credit has been dishonoured by bank. Function of Documentary Letters of Credit follows different steps of the Letter of Credit"s process [19] . Process starts with negotiation of the terms of contract by buyer and seller. They will enter the underlying contract of sales. According the underlying contract, exporter will undertake to provide confirmed goods which are subjected to that particular transaction and importer commits to pay the price of good via Documentary Letter of Credits. Further, information regarding the details of the Credit will be also mentioned in the underlying contract. As the second phase, the buyer will require the issuing bank to open a credit in favour of exporter. In case of issuing bank"s agreement to issue the credit, Importer (account party) to pay him the price of goods sold to the importer in return of delivering confirming stipulated documents in the credit [20] . Although, these three independent contracts are considered as basic framework for function of Documentary Letter of Credits, but in practice, in majority of occasions, beneficiary will interact with a local bank in his own country rather than being involved directly with issuing bank. If parties decide so, then the advising bank will contact the beneficiary in order to inform him about the issuing of the credit in his favour. At the time that credit requires involvement of Nominated Bank and Confirming Bank, there will be a separate contract between Beneficiary and Nominated or Confirming Bank and Issuing Bank and Nominated and Confirming Bank. Advising Bank might or might not accept to act in the capacity of Nominated and /or Confirming Bank. As a result, beneficiary ships goods for account party and provides confirming stipulated documents in the credit to the issuing bank, Nominated Bank or Confirming Bank. Nominated Bank will check presented documents and in case of conformity, they will pay beneficiary based on the authorisation in issuing bank [21] , transfer documents to issuing bank and wait for reimbursement [22] . Issuing bank also check documents and in case of their conformity will reimburse Nominated or Confirming Bank, debit the account of applicant and inform him to come and receive his documents. As it was mentioned earlier, most of the time credit will require the involvement of Nominated Bank and Confirming Bank as Issuing bank is not located in country of Beneficiary and it is difficult for him the confirm the authenticity of signatures by issuing bank [23] .
Legal Nature and Sources of the Letter of Credit Law 2.1. Background
The exact time that Letters of Credits started to function as their modern form is not clear [24] . However, most researchers tend to agree that emergence of the modern letters of credits started from the middle of nineteenth century [25] . Reviewing the history of Documentary Letters of Credit, explains formation of modern forms of credit as response to demands in commercial world by developing primitive forms of credit [26] . However, comparison between Modern Documentary Credits and Open Credits as one of the ancients types of credit provided by banks to merchant in international trade shows the "resemblance is only superficial" [27] : "1) The object of today's letter of credit is to guarantee the payment of the purchase price in international sales of goods; the open letter of credit, on the other hand, was used to raise funds for merchants traveling overseas. A merchant who did not wish to carry cash but wished to obtain credit or cash in countries where it would have find it difficult to do so otherwise could ask his banker to issue an open letter of credit for him. On the faith of the open letter of credit, the merchant was able to obtain advances from foreign bankers against its drafts. 2) While the issuer of a modem letter of credit promises to pay a seller who has already entered into a contract for the sale of the goods provided the seller submits the required documents, the issuer of an open letter of credit asked others to advance money to his customer. 3) In a modern letter of credit the credit is given to some third party with whom the customer has some commercial dealings; in the open letter of credit the letter was given to the banker's customer." [28] Reviewing the history of modern Letter of Credit also shows deference between their legal nature with other instruments used in international trade including negotiable instruments and Contracts of Sales.
Sources of Letter of Credit Law
In the course of history, development of law and regulations of the Documentary Letter of Credit was based on custom. However, in modern time; International Chamber of commerce has provided the major source of law for documentary letters of by assuming the responsibility for codification of relevant customs and usage under Unified Custom and Practices for Documentary Credits (UCP). Additional to UCP, International Chamber of Commerce has introduced other regulations including eUCP, Uniform Rules of Contract Guarantees, Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees, ISP98, which is International Standby Practices for Independent Guarantees and Standby Documentary Credits. United Nations Conference for International Trade Law also individually took the initiative to prepare universal regulations for Independent Guarantees and Standby Letters of Credits which is known as UNCITRAL Convention. Despite existence of many international frame works for regulation of documentary credits, this issue has been addressed in few national law systems. Among Civil Law countries only Colombia, El Salvador, Greece, Guatemala, Honduras, Lebanon, Mexico, and Syria have statutory rules on the letter of credit; and, the only country in the common law system is the United States. In other Common Law Countries including England, Legal issues of documentary credits are subjected to case law. The main focus of current paper in this section will be study of different International legal sources for documentary credits, and also the answer of common law system to the question of legal framework for documentary credits.
Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits (UCP)
UCP is the product of harmonization process for international law in order to facilitate the process of international trade and reducing conflicts among different legal systems. By escalating amount of international trade at the beginning of 20 th century as the expected aftermath of industrial revolution first national attempts towards harmonization of Letter of Credit Law stated in 1920"s. The process of harmonization of LC law at national level started in the United States of America by drafting relevant banking regulations for Letter of Credit Operation by New American Commercial Credit Conference [29] which was followed by European countries [30] . At international level, Amsterdam Conference of International Chamber of Commerce in 1929 was the first step where proposed law was adopted only by France and Belgium [31] . A revised version of the text was introduced in 1933 by the Commission on Banking Technique and Practice of the International Chamber of Commerce at Vienna Conference and received acceptance from some European countries and individual American banks [32] . Further revisions on the code by ICC started after the end of World War II. During Lisbon Conference of ICC in 1951 new revision of harmonized code for international operation of LC was introduced which was adopted by several African and Asian banks but got rejection by England. New revision of UCP took place in 1962 following the objective of receiving worldwide application [33] and received adoption by banks in Britain and Commonwealth countries. In 1974 the new revision of UCP was introduced in order to meet the global needs for container shipping and multimodal transport which received breakthrough achievement of being adopted by 162 countries [34] . Next revision in UCP happened in 1983 which is known as UCP 400 [35] .Innovations introduced in UCP 400 were trying to cope with challenges facing international trade due to fast developing technology and communication methods by addressing: 1) introducing negotiation of document under letter of credit 2) application of UCP to Deferred Payment LCs and Standby LCs and 3) Using SWIFT for transmission of documents and LC [36] . Further revision of UCP was adopted in ICC conference in Mexico in 1993 and came into force by first January 1994 [37] . It is known as UCP 500 which was an improvement to UCP 400. It introduced the notion of nominated bank [38] , bank duty to examine documents [39] and their rejection [40] new provisions regarding documents (articles 23-30 , on transport documents, article 34-36 on insurance documents, and article 37 on commercial invoice). Finally, the current revision of UCP known as UCP 600 came into force in 2007 and brought about further developments in international LC operation. UCP 600 can be named as the most trade friendly among all versions of Unified Customs and Practices for Documentary Letters of Credit [41] . Also by many scholars considered UCP 600 as a forward movement in harmonisation of LC regulations in international trade [42] . Main developments in UCP 600 in comparison with former versions can be categorized as: Introducing UCP articles as Rule for the first time [43] , reducing number of articles from 49 in UCP 500 to 39 in UCP 600, providing more clarification by defining honour, negotiation and presentation [44] , not recognition of revocable Documentary Letters of Credit [45], defining new standard of examination of documents by bank [46] , clarification of the role of banks in deferred payment system [47] , identification of careers and agent [48] , providing clarity about documents relevant to multimodal transport [49] and finally, providing clear definition for original document [50] . UCP has no legislative authority [51] , as it is neither a convention nor ICC is a governmental organization [52] . Therefore, despite the fact that its introduction in Article 1 of UCP 600 as "rules", we can consider it as globally recognized banking customs and practices which are only applicable to Documentary Letters of Credits through incorporation [53] . UCP was developed due to the need for recognition of uniform procedures which could harmonize the practice of Documentary Credit at global level [54] . eUCP "This is the acronym for the supplement to the uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits for Electronic Presentation" [55] . Meeting the needs for electronic trade was the initiative of Banking Commotion of ICC to propose the formation of committee to work on developing a bridge between UCP and processing the electronic equivalent of paper based credits the working group started to work on preparation of a supplement to the UCP which "would deal with the issues of Electronic Presentation" [56] . The result of working group"s efforts is known as eUCP. It came into force from 1 April 2002 and in the format of version issues in order to facilitate the necessities for further revisions [57] . Current version of eUCP is the version 1.1. Issues covered by eUCP are: "eUCP-UCP relations, format, presentation, originals and copies and examination of electronic records" [58] . Article 2 of eUCP emphasized on consistency of the all articles of eUCP with UCP while their application is only in case of electronic presentation. While using the eUCP, credit will be also subjected to UCP without any express incorporation of it [59].
Uniform Rules of Contract Guarantees (URCG)
URCG was introduced by ICC in early 1970s in order to address the need for set of rules which deal with existing inconsistencies in field of "[g]uarantees given by banks, insurance or services or the performance of work." [60] . Therefore, unlike UCP which was regulating the process of Letter of Credit URCG was an attempt to deal with unfair calls for demand guarantees. Despite all expectations, URCG was not welcomed by the international business society for few reasons including: the problem that applicability of URCG was only limited to independent guarantees and it had no effect on accessory guarantees [61] . The other problem was the result of URCG"s attempt to prevent unfair call on demand guarantees by requiring beneficiary to produce an evidence of failure in the format of judgement, arbitral award or the principal"s written approval at the time of making the claim [62] .
Uniform Rules for the Demand Guarantees (URDG)
The failure of URCG in attracting the attention of the business society at global level was the reason for ICC to introduce new set of rules and take a different approach to Demand Guarantees. URDG 458 came into force by 1992 and based on a model which was applied by British Bankers [63] . Despite the fact that URDG 458 was strongly influenced by UCP, but still "[w]orldwide acceptance of the Rules ha[s] been disappointing" [64] . URDG 758 which is the revised version of URDG 458 came into force on 1 July 2010 .It tries to address problems of previous version and set out functions and obligations of parties to the demand-guarantee by reflecting the best practices in business of guarantees. [65] 
International Standard Practice (ISP 98)
"ISP.98 is a set of rules specifically designed for standby letters of credit" [66] . It was originally introduced by American institute of International Banking Law and Practice. ISP 98 received approval by ICC in 1998 [67] and came into effect by January 1999. Historically, Standby Letters of Credits have been in use for many decades without being subjected to specific regulations. They were mostly regulated by UCP, however, application of UCP to Standby Letters of Credits was source of many problems as UCP was "originally written for use only in commercial letters of credit... many of the provisions of the U.C.P. are either inapplicable or inappropriate in a standby credit context." [68] . On the other hand, it was possible for Standby Letters of Credit to be governed by URDG due to similarity between legal character of Demand Guarantees and Standby Letters of Credits. However, URDG is becoming more popular after coming into force of its new revision URDG 758 and "[f]rom the viewpoint of the I.C.C ... Standby letters of credit continue to be covered by the U.C.P. and are not covered by the U.R.D.G." [69] Initially, similar to UCP for regulating the function of Commercial Letters of Credits URDG for Independent Guarantees, and ISP 98 was drafted for the purpose of regulating Standby Letters of Credits. However, "Like the UCP and the URDG, ISP98 [applies] to any independent undertaking issued subject to it" [70] . 
International Standard Banking

Uniform Rules for Bank to Bank Reimbursement under Documentary
Credits ICC introduced the URR 525 in order to standardize the bank to bank reimbursement process. Article 13(b) which is new in UCP 600 aligns it with URR 525 [78] . The last renewal process of URR took place in 2008 by replacing URR 525 with URR 725. According to ICC, URR 725 should not be considered as the revision of URR 525 as it is more an update in order to be in more alignment with UCP 600 [79] . Since URR 725 has not been incorporated into UCP 600, its application is only limited to bank to bank reimbursement based on explicit agreement to the reimbursement agreement [80] . Article 13(b) of UCP 600 will cover bank reimbursement obligations in absence of such provisions in reimbursement agreement.
United Nation's Convention on Independent Guarantees and Standby
Letters of Credits UNCITRAL Convention has been drafted by an intergovernmental organization which is body of United Nations General Assembly and works on preparation of instruments for harmonization of law regarding international trade [81] . Convention has been adopted by UN General Assembly on 11 December of 1995 [82] . Standby letters of credits and independent guarantees or any other international undertaking can be subjected to the UCITRAL Convention [83] : "the place of business of the guarantor/issuer at which the undertaking is issued is in a Contracting State," or "the rules of private law lead to the application of the law of a Contracting State," "unless the undertaking excludes the application of the Convention." In case of Commercial Letters of Credit, by express address of parties to the credit UNCITRAL Convention can be used as the governing law [84] . Although, UCP and URDG have been used as bases for drafting the UNCITRAL Convention, it is possible to distinguish some differences among them. First, UCP and URDG have been drafted by ICC which is a private institute and its approvals might only have application as voluntary rules or self-regulations while UNCITRAL Convection is a uniform law and official regulation applied to signatory countries which has been drafted by an international organization [85] . Therefore, UNCITRAL Convention can be differentiated from ICC rules due to its legal statues. In addition, UNCITRAL Convention, consist of complementary provisions to UCP 600, URDG and ISP 98 including abusive demand, fraud and remedies which are discussed under the section 19 of Convection. [86] . Article 5 of the UCC was drafted for the first time during 1950s when it was intended to act as an "independent theoretical framework for the further development of letters of credit." [87] Article 5 of UCC was revised in 1995 almost after forty years of hard use [88] in order to overcome "weaknesses, gaps and errors in the original statute which compromise its relevance" [89] . The revised Article 5 of UUC which was completed in October 1995 and it was almost adopted by all states in 2002. Despite the presence of Article 5 of UCC, still UCP has great influence of American regulations of Documentary Letters of Credits [90] . According to the official commentary to article 5: "Article 5 of UCC and UCP are consistent and complementary to UCP in many occasions". However, they have substantial differences as well. Firstly, Article 5 of UCC has been drafted as a Statue while neither ICC regulations including UCP have such effect. Secondly, in accordance with UNCITRAL Convention, article 5 comments on fraud rule which has been left open by UCP [91] .
Unified Commercial Code
National Laws
There are few counties expect the United States of America which enjoy the national statuary provisions on Documentary Letters of Credit. Among them Greece was the first country to adapt such low in 1923 [92] . Italy is the other European country which regulates LC operation under article 1530 of its Civil Code by defining rights of account party and beneficiary. It also clarifies bank"s rights and obligations [93] . Some South Amirian counties including Bolivia, Colombia, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico and El Salvador also have their own national statute for regulating LC operation [94] . In the Middle East, most of countries are influenced by Lebanese Law and Kuwaiti Law. Lebanese Law which is followed in Qatar [95] and Syria [96] regulates operation of Documentary Letters of Credit under article 313 of its Commercial Code [97] . Kuwaiti Law which is adapted in Iraq [98] and Bahrain [99] is the most comperhenveive and modern statuary law of Documentary Credits [100] which covers areas of expiry date, transfer and assignment of the credit, confirmation, fraud, duty of examination of documents by bank, definition of comprehensive presentation and autonomy principle under its articles.
Conclusion
The development of letter of credit goes back to the demand of mercantile practice in the course of time. There is no doubt about similarities between legal characters of Letters of Credits, Negotiable Instruments and Contracts, however, unique nature of their Jurisprudence should not be confuses with the latter. 
